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ABSTRACT

How a specific technique supports architectural representation 

Previously, architects transferred their ideas from their mind and intellect directly to the paper. 
Now, computers and advanced devices are instruments that have integrated themselves as a 
middle layer in this process. A subtle effect of this development is that along with the archi-

tect’s ideas, the output is also dependent on the architect’s understanding, comfort, and skill in 
the technological layer and instruments, which are not unlike a vehicle carrying the architects 
thoughts to the desired destination of the output. This essay analyzes the relationship between 

architectural drawings and the use of computers to create those drawings. 

In the 2019 Spring Semester Option Studio, the students explored how drawings can be ex-
pressed and enhanced by Computer Numerical Control (CNC) technology. CNC machines 
operate along the X, Y, and Z axes. Because of this mechanism, drawing paths can only be 

implemented through a change in the code of the X,Y, and Z axis values. This restriction affects 
the development of architectural ideas. Users need to make the decision regarding how the code 
will be formed and read. There is another way of exploit computer using coding program Python 

and Processing. Two case studies from coding program demonstrate how certain drawings are 
not possible without the knowledge of the technological instruments that are able to make them. 
The last seminar class focused on the conversion of written text to 2D drawing. In the process, a 
black-and-white hatch and tone was used to create spatial depth and atmosphere. The purpose of 
this exercise was to acknowledge the potential and efficiency of expressing spatiality and other 

ideas in written text with simple black-and-white options.
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1. Introduction

 Throughout history, architects have devoted themselves to the study of design. They have 

employed tools and processes such as line and paper drawings, surface and volume examina-

tion, and combining spaces and inspiration for realizing their visions. Technically, an architect’s 

primary purpose is to produce and illustrate ideas on paper. That is, an architect seeks to create 

the best imagination of a structure to be built, but the process of building of the structure itself 

is not the architect’s expertise. Through their work, architects aim to explore and suggest ‘some-

thing that a structure represents’; in other words, they concern themselves with a larger goal than 

simply a specific, physical structure. In this pursuit, architects challenge themselves to do justice 

to the art of reflecting their vision of a three dimensional space onto an ordinary, everyday two 

dimensional paper using schematics and drawings. Which architecture elements and ideas should 

be expressed in their drawings, how, and to what extent? All great architects have encountered 

these questions and choices. Computer-aided designing and ever-evolving technological tools are 

influencing this age-old question and shaping it in new ways in today’s world and society. Previ-

ously, architects transferred their ideas from their mind and intellect directly to the paper. Now, 

computers and advanced devices are instruments that have integrated themselves as a middle 

layer in this process. A subtle effect of this development is that along with the architect’s ideas, 

the output is also dependent on the architect’s understanding, comfort, and skill in the techno-

logical layer and instruments, which are not unlike a vehicle carrying the architects thoughts to 

the desired destination of the output. This essay analyzes the relationship between architectural 

drawings and the use of computers to create those drawings. 
1
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2. CNC  Drawing

     2.1 CNC Drawing

 

 In the 2019 Spring Semester Option Studio CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR: Ornamental Exu-

berance through Efficiency, instructor Martin Miller and the students explored how drawings can 

be expressed and enhanced by Computer Numerical Control (CNC) technology. We discussed 

and debated the effectiveness of computers and technology to extend conceptual objectives, such 

as digital fabrication, computer-specific formal generation, holistic understanding of the interplay 

between parts and overall relationships, novel engineering research and techniques, and others. 

We learned about digital craftsmanship, concise tool selection and deployment, patterning and 

texture and their remnant traces, and the efficiency and comparative advantages of these compu-

tational methods. CNC machines operate along the X, Y, and Z axes. We used them in combina-

tion with Rhino Cam to create a tool path, and then drew it using the appropriate tool bit. A pen 

connected to a CNC machine performs the drawing, with the CNC machine processing the com-

puter-created digital drawing by assigning X,Y,Z coordinates. Because of this mechanism, draw-

Fig 1. Drawing with CNC machine
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ing paths can only be implemented through a change in the code of the X,Y, and Z axis values. 

This restriction affects the development of architectural ideas. Users need to make the decision 

regarding how the code will be formed and read. The mechanism also necessitates the process 

of determining the order of drawing, and the pre-validation and choice of the size of the tools to 

be employed. The resulting drawing is not simply a machine-made drawing, but an output that 

incorporates a variety of textures, colors, and strokes depending on the selections made during 

the process, for example, the choice of the pen. Moreover, depending on the characteristics of the 

paper, pen, and ink, such as weight, texture, absorption rate, etc., even the same pen can lead to 

different effects. It is also possible to simulate numerous common methods, such as an ink paint-

ing created from an oriental brush. Such simulated drawings retain the quality and excellence 

achieved from the craftsmanship and architects of the Gothic and the Renaissance styles. We can 

Fig 2. CNC drawing- pigment ink pen
          Ceiling of Henry VII Lady Chapel

Fig 3. Digital Drawing
          Ceiling of Henry VII Lady Chapel
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also approach the unique emotional expression that hand-drawings are able to render. Whereas 

humans are limited by their ability and efficiency, CNC machines are tireless and unaffected 

from repetition in tasks and at the same time approaching the quality of human craftsmanship.

Fig 4. CNC Drawing- brush ink pen
          Vitor Guimard railing

Fig 5. CNC Drawing- sharpie pen
          Vitor Guimard railing

Fig 6. CNC Drawing- brush pen
          Lichfield Cathedral 
          South door
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Fig 7. Tiling mold - Wax

Fig 8. Concrete Tile
          with color pigment

     2.2 Further Exploration

 Building on the foundation of CNC-developed tool paths, I continued my study and 

understanding of expression methods using CNC in the subsequent studio work. I grasped how 

tiling leverages the benefits of a mass-produced fabrication logic and the high accuracy with 

which simple molds can be reproduced in repetition. It was interesting to note how an aperiodic 

tiling strategy allows for an infinite array of patterns through careful choice of a strong logic and 

consideration for the edge condition. The CNC tool path was also crucial in the development of 

the final physical model. The sophistication of the tool path inspired me to evaluate further the 

implementation with different bits and tool paths from the same 3D model. The more I under-

stood the CNC machine and the tool path, the more range and expression I was able to express 

using the technology. 



Fig 9. Interior view

Fig 10. Section
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Fig 11. Foam mold

Fig 12. Concrete model
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3. Computer Coding

     3.1 Python

 In the 2018 Summer Semester Design Seminar, instructor Fleet Hower and the class 

analyzed drawings made using the programming language Python. We made various foams by 

randomly rotating, mirroring, and scaling up and down two volumes. We were able to see the 

many possibilities of recombining and subtracting two base volumes, with different values creat-

ed from each regeneration. 

import rhinoscriptsyntax as rs
import random as random

obj1 = rs.GetObject(“pick first object”,16)
obj2 = rs.GetObject(“pick second object”,16)

crv1 = rs.GetObject (“pick first curve”,4)
crv2 = rs.GetObject (“pick second curve”,4)

mid = rs.CurveMidPoint (crv1)

#create first rotation vector

start1 = rs.CurveStartPoint (crv1)
end1 = rs.CurveEndPoint (crv1)
vec1 = rs.VectorCreate (start1,end1)

#create second rotation vector

start2 = rs.CurveStartPoint (crv2)
end2 = rs.CurveEndPoint (crv2)
vec2 = rs.VectorCreate (start2,end2)

for i in range(5) :
    for n in range(5) :
        #rotate first object
        rotated1 = rs.RotateObject(obj1,mid,i*30,vec1,True)
        rotated2 = rs.RotateObject(obj2,mid,n*30,vec2,True)    
    
        #scale of object by random amout
        factor1 = 0.5+random.random()*1
        scale1 = rs.ScaleObject (rotated1,mid,[factor1,factor1,factor1])        
        #mirror 2nd object
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mirror boolean:0
rotation:210;210
scale2:1.07994575607
scale1:0.804722451235
line:8
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:210;180
scale2:0.583373198371
scale1:0.704917206943
line:8
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:210;150
scale2:0.533956212613
scale1:0.939538447344
line:8
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:210;120
scale2:0.496439717382
scale1:0.479686804525
line:8
row:5

mirror boolean:1
rotation:210;90
scale2:0.478554572947
scale1:0.532450433323
line:8
row:4

mirror boolean:1
rotation:210;60
scale2:0.773589585523
scale1:0.959601823408
line:8
row:3

mirror boolean:0
rotation:210;30
scale2:0.757928836512
scale1:0.476574299334
line:8
row:2

mirror boolean:1
rotation:210;0
scale2:0.790895921546
scale1:0.258410320458
line:8
row:1

mirror boolean:1
rotation:180;210
scale2:1.01511474467
scale1:1.16884409151
line:7
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;180
scale2:0.411978910496
scale1:0.219226673534
line:7
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;150
scale2:0.412822431704
scale1:0.794611929075
line:7
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;120
scale2:0.994163976514
scale1:0.674490466749
line:7
row:5

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;90
scale2:1.15634555219
scale1:0.420675216159
line:7
row:4

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;60
scale2:0.709849815215
scale1:0.547012064581
line:7
row:3

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;30
scale2:0.40849061795
scale1:1.04107903849
line:7
row:2

mirror boolean:0
rotation:180;0
scale2:0.626975552843
scale1:0.405010096172
line:7
row:1

mirror boolean:0
rotation:150;210
scale2:1.08976378398
scale1:0.325324190653
line:6
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:150;180
scale2:1.18873236551
scale1:0.272236066252
line:6
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:150;150
scale2:0.515186542326
scale1:0.524422661832
line:6
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:150;120
scale2:0.768904244326
scale1:0.649891714123
line:6
row:5

mirror boolean:1
rotation:150;90
scale2:1.07153203444
scale1:0.714457330347
line:6
row:4

mirror boolean:1
rotation:150;60
scale2:1.14756783096
scale1:1.16162868522
line:6
row:3

mirror boolean:1
rotation:150;30
scale2:0.680847774204
scale1:0.503203312356
line:6
row:2

mirror boolean:1
rotation:150;0
scale2:1.13632221480
scale1:0.792311172556
line:6
row:1

mirror boolean:1
rotation:120;210
scale2:0.743707821678
scale1:0.719647111893
line:5
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:120;180
scale2:0.530467147813
scale1:1.01304256376
line:5
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:120;150
scale2:0.996459231058
scale1:0.418785144956
line:5
row:6

mirror boolean:1
rotation:120;120
scale2:1.06932109626
scale1:0.729430968468
line:5
row:5

mirror boolean:1
rotation:120;90
scale2:1.04574671045
scale1:1.17765672485
line:5
row:4

mirror boolean:0
rotation:120;60
scale2:0.663935499389
scale1:0.245908282998
line:5
row:3

mirror boolean:0
rotation:120;30
scale2:1.08038131813
scale1:0.737743112788
line:5
row:2

mirror boolean:0
rotation:120;0
scale2:0.515276373977
scale1:1.10695938091
line:5
row:1

mirror boolean:1
rotation:90;210
scale2:0.871914670836
scale1:1.02365583620
line:4
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:90;180
scale2:0.899233401799
scale1:0.70250458601
line:4
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:90;150
scale2:0.989169518924
scale1:0.591635698449
line:4
row:6

mirror boolean:1
rotation:90;120
scale2:0.629423606875
scale1:1.16357218174
line:4
row:5

mirror boolean:0
rotation:90;90
scale2:1.07855802881
scale1:0.389891460906
line:4
row:4

mirror boolean:1
rotation:90;60
scale2:0.708218382442
scale1:1.19887341820
line:4
row:3

mirror boolean:0
rotation:90;30
scale2:0.69077869183
scale1:0.946374423963
line:4
row:2

mirror boolean:0
rotation:90;0
scale2:1.00499295173
scale1:0.958115624896
line:4
row:1

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;210
scale2:1.02575701616
scale1:1.05356430377
line:3
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;180
scale2:1.17497828825
scale1:0.512038466945
line:3
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;150
scale2:0.820781962024
scale1:0.593206958842
line:3
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;120
scale2:0.914439997689
scale1:0.552975395672
line:3
row:5

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;90
scale2:1.18278370313
scale1:0.944447457019
line:3
row:4

mirror boolean:1
rotation:60;60
scale2:0.841356282887
scale1:0.783025794282
line:3
row:3

mirror boolean:1
rotation:60;30
scale2:1.15345257146
scale1:0.765299012961
line:3
row:2

mirror boolean:0
rotation:60;0
scale2:0.827970173782
scale1:0.383483678002
line:3
row:1

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;210
scale2:0.940379430978
scale1:0.362515114603
line:2
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;180
scale2:1.18868049010
scale1:0.737302426313
line:2
row:7

mirror boolean:1
rotation:30;150
scale2:1.02793161824
scale1:1.14286873422
line:2
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;120
scale2:0.730212254603
scale1:0.568489209268
line:2
row:5

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;90
scale2:1.15594195088
scale1:0.519487692937
line:2
row:4

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;60
scale2:0.602171543707
scale1:1.05207852156
line:2
row:3

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;30
scale2:0.687972184405
scale1:0.231681214008
line:2
row:2

mirror boolean:0
rotation:30;0
scale2:0.96531870317
scale1:0.747788092656
line:2
row:1

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;210
scale2:1.11649238948
scale1:1.1007757911
line:1
row:8

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;180
scale2:0.752989103064
scale1:0.899109923886
line:1
row:7

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;150
scale2:1.04694375426
scale1:0.350685479469
line:1
row:6

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;120
scale2:0.913090268761
scale1:0.488210553251
line:1
row:5

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;90
scale2:0.524739454
scale1:0.578055974086
line:1
row:4

mirror boolean:0
rotation:0;60
scale2:0.963691884542
scale1:0.87473121112
line:1
row:3

mirror boolean:1
rotation:0;30
scale2:0.840692026373
scale1:0.726267721563
line:1
row:2

mirror boolean:1
rotation:0;0
scale2:0.419332404816
scale1:0.652471144708
line:1
row:1

Fig 13. Python drawing - Form generation

        mirror2 = rotated2
        factor2 = random.random ()
        if factor2 < 0.5 :
            mirror2 = rs.MirrorObject(rotated2,start2,end2)      
        
        #move first rotated object
        rs.MoveObject (scale1,[30+i*30,n*30,0])
        rs.MoveObject (mirror2,[30+i*30,n*30,0])
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     3.2 Processing

 

 Through the open-source code generation program named Processing, we were able to 

draw dots using the mouse pointer. The options and settings that we explored included the size 

of the canvas, number of dots that will attract or push one another, the thickness and color of 

the lines formed by the movement of the dots, and other parameters. Upon running the program, 

the drawing continued to form automatically. The above case studies demonstrate how certain 

drawings are not possible without the knowledge of the technological instruments that are able 

to make them. This knowledge includes a sufficient understanding of the programs, the operating 

principles of the computer and the instruments, and the associated software environment, above 

and beyond a thorough understanding of architectural principles and foundations. Even with the 

knowledge, the skill and expertise involved in selecting and controlling various available options 

and parameters (and the restrictions and constraints therein), along with the processing methods 

and computer randomness can result in drawings that have an element of chance that would be 

difficult to obtain from hand drawings. 
ArrayList pts = new ArrayList();
ArrayList vels = new ArrayList() ;

void setup() {
  background(255, 255, 255);
  size(3000, 3000);
  for (int i=0; i<2000; i++) {
    PVector pos = new PVector(random(1450,1550), random(1450,1550));
    pts.add(pos);   
    PVector vel = new PVector(random(-1,1), random(-1,1));
    vel.setMag(1);
    vels.add(vel);
  }
}

void draw() {
  if(frameCount%100==0){
    saveFrame(“####.png”);
    println(frameCount);
  }
  if(frameCount == 5){
   //background(255);
  }
 
  //background(255, 255, 255);
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  borders();
  for (int i=0; i<pts.size(); i++) {
    PVector p = (PVector) pts.get(i);
    PVector v = (PVector) vels.get(i);
    PVector mouseMove = p.copy().sub(mouseX, mouseY);
    float dist = dist(p.x, p.y, mouseX, mouseY);
    mouseMove.setMag(1);
    if (dist>0){
      mouseMove.setMag(1/dist);
    }
    mouseMove.mult(-10);
    if(mouseMove.mag()>1){
      mouseMove.setMag(1);
    }
    //v.add(mouseMove);
    stroke(0,0,0);
    for (int j=0; j<pts.size(); j++) {
      if(i!=j){
        PVector other = (PVector) pts.get(j);
        float otherDist = dist(p.x,p.y,other.x,other.y);
        float limit = 10;
        if (otherDist<limit){
          stroke((255/limit)*otherDist);
          strokeWeight(.05);
          //line(p.x,p.y,other.x,other.y);           
          PVector othervel = (PVector) vels.get(j);
          PVector align = othervel.copy();
          align.setMag(1);
          align.mult(1/(otherDist*otherDist));
          align.mult(.7);
          align.limit(.7);
          v.add(align);           
          PVector cohere= other.copy().sub(p.copy());
          cohere.setMag(1);
          cohere.mult(1/(otherDist*otherDist));
          cohere.mult(.3);
          cohere.limit(.3);
          v.add(cohere);          
          PVector avoid= p.copy().sub(other.copy());
          avoid.setMag(1);
          avoid.mult(1/(otherDist*otherDist));
          avoid.mult(.9);
          avoid.limit(.9);
          v.add(avoid);
        }
      }
    }
    v.setMag(1);
    p.add(v);
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Fig 14. Processing Drawing-1

    stroke(0);
    //fill(0);
    strokeWeight(.08);
    ellipse(p.x,p.y,.08,.08); 
  }
}

void borders() {
  for (int i=0; i<pts.size(); i++) {
    PVector p = (PVector) pts.get(i);
    if (p.x<0) {
      p.x=width;
    }
    if (p.x>width) {
      p.x=0;
    }
    if (p.y<0) {
      p.y=height;
    }
    if (p.y>height) {
      p.y=0;
    }
  }
}
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Fig 15. Processing Drawing-2, 3
13
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4. Computer Drawing 

 The last research area was the 2018 Fall Semester Seminar Drawing the Invisible with 

instructors Alejandro Beals and Loreto Lyon. This seminar focused on the conversion of written 

text to 2D drawing. Words are effective in evoking and describing ambience, feelings, emotions, 

multi-sensory experiences (beyond the visual, such as temperature, sound, smell, and taste) 

and complex concepts such as aging and the passage of time. In this seminar, we learned how 

to depict and communicate such themes and ideas, where images sometimes eclipse words and 

become an autonomous narrative piece. Using drawings, we explored the role of architecture in 

literature, for instance, architectural representation of objects as plot device for conveying spa-

tial and atmospheric qualities. As an exercise, we edited some text in a book that expresses these 

spatial ideas and themes. We then worked to express the edited text through drawings. In the 

process, a black-and-white hatch and tone was used to create spatial depth and atmosphere. The 

purpose of this exercise was to acknowledge the potential and efficiency of expressing spatiality 

and other ideas in written text with simple black-and-white options. It was exciting to practice 

this technique of recreating literature and mapping it onto space through the use of computer 

drawings. 
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Fig 16. Text edited from “Species of Spaces” Georges Perec
             Computer drawing from edited text

Fig 17. Text edited from “Reflection” Walter Benjamin       
             Computer drawing from edited text
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Fig 18. Text edited from “The dreams in the Witch House” H.P Lovecraft       
             Computer drawing from edited text

Fig 19. Paper model from text and drawing above  (Fig 18)



5. Conclusion

 

 Through the research of Territory of Investigation and my exercises and practice with 

CNC machines, computer coding, computer drawings, and its associated techniques and skills, I 

believe my architectural and creative potential expanded by a dramatic amount. The range of ex-

pressible possibilities opened my mind to the potential of not just technology in architecture, but 

that of architecture itself. I endeavored to and will continue to strive to build a thorough grasp of 

computer instruments and their underlying logic, to develop my capability as a technology-profi-

cient architect for the purpose of enhancing my idea development process and the efficiency with 

which I can perform the architect’s purpose, transferring possibilities and imagination onto paper.
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6. Documentation

      6.1 Studio

 

 2018 Summer Studio, Urbanism, Instructor David Moon, Nahyun Hwang

 Group Work :  Olga Tarasova, Zeynep Kuheylan, Chen Qin, Ching-Lun Chen

Fig 20. Analytical Drawing
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Fig 21. Section Perspective
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 2018 Summer Studio, Ecology, Instructor Tei Carpenter, Jesse LeCavalier

            Group Work :  Ching-Lun Chen, Chen Shen, Quinzhqu Yan

Fig 22. System Drawing
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Fig 23. Ghost Drawin
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 2018 Summer Studio, Discourse, Instructor Michael Young, Kutan Ayata

            Group Work :  Chen Qin, Jingning Ji

Fig 24. Plan
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Fig 25. Section
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      6.2 Elective 

 2018 Fall Semester, Crawling Skin: Kinetic Facade System, Instructor Martin Miller

 Group Work :  Xiatong Wang

Fig 26. System Drawing

Fig 27. Perspective
24



Fig 28. Model Photo and Mechanism Drawing
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 2019 Spring Semester, In Pursuit of Great Form Column Typologies, 

 Instructor Umberto Bellardi Ricci

 Group Work : Chen Qin, Jingning Ji

plans 1:3

elevations 1:3

Fig 29. Plan and Elevation
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Fig 30. Model Photo
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 2019 Spring Semester, Drawing as Parallel Practice, Instructor Dasha Khapalova

Fig 31. Hand Drawing
28



Fig 32. Model Photo
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